
Heavy Fabric Instead of Felt On Leading Edge: 
By John Hanson 

An alterna0ve to using felt to cushion and fare the leading edge is to use Heavy 
Fabric. It provides just a li>le cushion and fairing and increases impact resistance 
of the leading edge, while not being as thick as felt.  

Clean and prepare the leading edge with Eco Etch and a Scotchbrite pad, and let 
dry.  Apply a  minimum 1 inch wide seam of Ecobond around the perimeter of the 
leading edge, and on the back of the leading edge where it a>aches to the front 
spar, if applicable, and let this dry.  

Fabric can be layed out spanwise to not have a seam running chordwise on the 
leading edge or chordwise, to use a li>le less  heavy fabric.  Using the iron at 250, 
tack the fabric to the perimeter of the leading edge.  Work Ecobond down through 
the fabric in a 1” wide seam and wipe away the excess. A foam brush will help to 
force the Ecobond down through the fabric.   
ANer the glue seams have dried,  use the iron at 260 degrees to remove all the 
wrinkles and to smooth the seams before heat tautening the main fabric. Once 
the seams are smooth, use the iron, star0ng at 260 degrees and working from the 
middle out toward each end alternately to heat tauten the fabric and fare the 
leading edge. An aluminum leading edge is a great heat sink and will pull lots of 
heat from your tautening efforts, so repeat as necessary to make the fabric taut 
when cool.  A final shrink at 275 degrees will fare the overlaps and any blemishes 
in the aluminum. 

Thin a small container of Ecobond with dis0lled water at 3 parts Ecobond to 1 part 
dis0lled water, and using a foam brush, work the thinned mixture down through 
the weave of the fabric to the leading edge, spreading smoothly just as you do 
when sealing the fabric in Sec0on 10. Let dry, then cover the wing as outlined in 
the current approved manual.






















